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Improve Data Center Productivity

The Anue NTO will revolutionize the way you monitor your network. 
The NTO’s patented filtering and de-duplication technology delivers 
what’s most important to data center managers: improved data center 
productivity. With the Anue NTO you will:

INCREASE MONITORING TOOL PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVE TOOL 
ACCURACY
Eliminate unnecessary data before reaching the monitoring tool.

SPEED TROUBLESHOOTING AND REDUCE MTTR
Instantly re-route traffic based on suspicious activity and other network 
events.

IMPROVE NETWORK SECURITY AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Restrict access to specific filters, ports or tools with continuous 
monitoring.

FULLY USE NETWORK BANDWIDTH AND BOOST TOOL EFFICIENCY
Simultaneously distribute network traffic to multiple monitoring tools.

MAXIMIZE DATA CENTER RACK SPACE AND REDUCE ENERGY 
COSTS
High port density and low energy consumption.

SCALE AS YOU GROW
Purchase only the number of ports and features needed.

Optimal Visibility and Control of Your Data Center

Ixia’s portfolio provides complete network visibility into physical and 
virtual networks, improves network security and optimizes monitoring 
tool performance. The Anue NTO ensures that each monitoring tool 
gets exactly the right data needed for analysis. This improves the way 
you manage your data center and maximizes return on investment. 
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What Our Customers Say

“The Anue NTO makes my life easier. It makes complex data 
monitoring simple and allows us to leverage existing network 
monitoring infrastructure.” Chris Lindner, Director, Tools & 
Engineering, Fiserv

What Does It Do?

The Anue NTO intelligently connects your data center network with 
monitoring tools to aggregate, filter, load balance and de-duplicate 
network traffic.

• ELIMINATES SPAN PORT AND TAP SHORTAGES
• PROTECTS MONITORING TOOL INVESTMENT
• RESPONDS RAPIDLY TO SECURITY INCIDENTS and NETWORK 

EVENTS
• DECREASES TROUBLESHOOTING TIME

Simplified Management with a Consistent 
Experience

Investing in Ixia's network visibility solutions provides you a powerful, 
yet easy to learn and use management experience across all products 
and deployment scenarios allowing you to optimize and offload your 
network monitoring tools, while dramatically simplifying network 
monitoring. Not only does this provide actionable insight and higher 
productivity, but it also allows you to deploy new technologies across 
your infrastructure without having to retrain your staff on yet another 
management interface or CLI. 
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7300 A New Perspective on Network Visibility

The Network Tool Optimizer (NTO) 7300 and Ixia’s Visibility Architecture 

provide the most scalable network visibility framework in the industry. 

Together, they deliver the expandability and management flexibility that 

easily integrates into any network or data center environment, as well as 

the control and simplicity necessary to improve the usefulness of existing 

IT tools.

5260/5268 Flexible Centralized or Distributed Monitoring

The newest family in the Anue NTO family allows you to grow and scale 

monitoring when and where you need it, all while maintaining multi-box 

configuration and management from a single UI. Ixia's new ControlTower™ 

architecture solves some of the biggest challenges facing network 

administrators – rapidly increasing scale, flexible deployments, and the 

need for application and security monitoring spanning the entire network.

5293 High-Density, Carrier-Grade

The Anue Net Tool Optimizer® (NTO) 5293 is a carrier-grade, high- 

density network monitoring switch that efficiently connects multiple 

network monitoring tools to a large number ports facilitating visibility 

into the packet network. The NTO 5293 is NEBS Level 3 certified and has 

a 640G, non- blocking backplane for up to 16 40G ports or up to 64 10G 

ports.

5288 High-Density 10GE/40GE/100GE

The Anue Net Tool Optimizer® 5288 is a high-density solution designed 

for large and complex data centers. The 5288 provides up to 64 10G ports 

in a 2-RU chassis and offers an efficient and scalable solution to monitor 

1GE, 10GE, 40GE, and 100GE links while minimizing data center footprint 

and power consumption.

5273 High-Availability, Carrier-Grade

The Anue Net Tool Optimizer® 5273 is a carrier class, high-availability 

network monitoring switch designed for telecommunication and cable 

service providers. The device, which is fully NEBS Level 3 certified,  helps 

our customers meet the increased bandwidth demands created by rapidly 

growing mobile and video content traffic.

5236 Enterprise Class

The Anue Net Tool Optimizer® 5236 network monitoring switch provides 

high-performance 10G visibility for network monitoring tools in all parts 

of a fiber network. The 5236 offers up to 24 SFP/SFP+ Ethernet ports and 

the industry’s most advanced, easy-to-use, drag-and-drop control panel.

5204 Small Enterprise

The Anue Net Tool Optimizer® 5204 network monitoring switch is an 

entry-level, cost-effective solution for copper networks that predominantly 

require 1G visibility for network monitoring tools. It is ideal in the lower 

speed portions of the network, such as the access layers, or where a 

large number of 1G monitoring tools need access to network traffic.
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